


Prez Sez...
   Here  we  are  finally  enjoying  summery  weather  in
northeast  Ohio  after  a  snowstorm last  (Dayton)  weekend
followed by 90 degree temps a few days later. This begins a
few months of opportunities for us to enjoy amateur radio in
an outdoor setting. First we have All Scouts Day at North
Olmsted Park this Saturday June 4. Then WPRC Field Day
activities return inside the West Park town borders where
we first began meetings in 1947. Our new Field Day site
this year will be the St. Mary's Romanian Orthodox Church,
The site can also be found on Google Earth by locating our
vice  president  Vesselin's  extended  back  yard.  Trees are
well-located to support  the usual antennas, with adequate
AC power near the site center for accessory (non-transmit
and  receive)  equipment  including  lighting,  logging, and
warm liquid  refreshments.  Weather  permitting,  the  work
party will be Friday afternoon as usual, with minimal
refreshing on Saturday morning.
   Our practice with OSPOTA during the last few summers
puts  our  club  in  good  shape  to  participate  in  similar
activities for the National Parks Centennial during the entire
2016  calendar  year.  Solar  conditions  are  creating  some
dynamic propagation that allow exploration of the HF, 6 M,
and VHF bands. And we'll have chances to make repairs to
or expand antenna systems at our personal stations until the
snow arrives.  Topics for  our  monthly technical  meetings
will run along these lines until contest season and holidays
take over the fall calendar.
    Please make an effort to assist and participate in these
events when you are able.  This year almost became the
first time in our club's 69 year history that WPRC would
NOT have an amateur station activated for Field Day,
due to a lack of member support. 
Karl Beckman WA8NVW
WPRC Club President

WEST PARK PUBLIC SERVICE…   
  For many years West Park Radiops volunteers have
helped LCAC volunteers sort and deliver articles to
the needy. As an ARRL Special Service Club, our
members  assist  this  activity  every  year.  In  May,
2016,  K8VUS,  AB8HY,  N8CX,  and  AF8C
supported  the  Spring  Cleaning  Supplies  delivery.
Our next opportunity to help is for  ALL SCOUTS
on  June 4, 2016, 3 to 5 p.m.

RECENT NETS & TALK…
  Club nets have switched over to only operating on
2m on  147.36+.  Many  interesting  discussions  are
being summarized in our almost weekly net reports.
However, you must have a clear shot at the repeater's
receiving antenna to use an HT. Please consider your
2m antenna systems and how they perform for the
net.  9 p.m. local Mondays.

2015-2016 MEETING 
PROGRAMS...
  The  following  topics  are  still  on  the  list  for
programs:  shack  videos,  Fox  Hunt  how-to's,
comparing  different  Web  browsers,  operating
Echolink and/or IRLP, or one of  the old standbys
such  as Smith  Chart,  Transmission Line  Analysis,
antenna tuners etc. Also coming are discussions on
Raspberry-Pi and Arduino.
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ARRL AND FCC...
          (from  ARRL news 05/26/2016 )   (adjusted to fit this page)
      In comments (attached below) filed on May 26, the ARRL said it “strongly supports” a petition to the FCC seeking
to  eliminate an Amateur Service rule, spelled out in §97.317(a)(2), that amateur amplifiers not be able to boost the RF
input signal by more than 15 dB. The Petition for Rule Making (RM-11767), was submitted in April on behalf of an
amateur amplifier distributor, Expert Linears America LLC of Magnolia, Texas.
    “The Petition proposes relief that is in the nature of eliminating unnecessary regulatory underbrush,...” the ARRL said
in its comments. “The rule proposed to be eliminated is outdated; it constituted overregulation when it was adopted long
ago, and it now substantially limits the flexibility of Amateur Radio operators to experiment with the current generation
of software-defined Amateur Radio equipment.”
     The 15 dB provision came into the rules during an era when the FCC initiated various actions to rein in a major
interference problem resulting from the use of illegal 11 meter amplifiers. “In its effort to address that problem, the
Commission enacted a series of largely redundant and overlapping regulations that, in their overall effect, unnecessarily
(and inappropriately) penalized the wholly innocent Amateur Radio operators...”
      The ARRL noted that while the FCC eliminated some of the unnecessary regulations in 2004, others remain,
including the 15 dB gain restriction.  The rules adopted in 1978 also  called  for  type acceptance (certification)  of
manufactured RF power amplifiers operating below 144 MHz, including a 50 W minimum drive power requirement and
a ban on amplifiers capable of operation between 24 and 35 MHz.
     “Indeed, precisely the same rationale for elimination of the 50 W minimum drive power rule in 2006 applies to the
elimination of the 15 dB gain rule for amateur amplifiers...”  The League agreed with the petitioner that a current
generation of low-power Amateur Radio transceivers, including software- defined designs, cannot drive an amplifier to
full legal power given the 15 dB limitation. It should not be necessary to configure an Amateur Radio station to include
an additional amplifier stage in order to make use of current SDR technology in the Amateur Service,” the ARRL said.



SDR KIT...
               ( found on the Web)

KiwiSDR:  Wide-band  SDR  +  GPS  cape  for  the
BeagleBone Black processor.

    Listen live: New Zealand, Canada, Sweden, all others
on    <  http://  SDR.hu  >  .   I have tested the Web site and
it's live for you!

    Github project source code, Verilog, KiCAD PCB
    Design review document
    Schematic, Gerbers, Active antenna
    BOM ODS, BOM XLS

This looks like a very interesting Software Defined Radio
project.  You can buy a kit via PayPal.

< http://www.jks.com/KiwiSDR/ >

What's happening in several places is to establish online
Software Defined Radio receivers that can be connected to
on the Internet, but to do so by using HTML5 rather than
Javascript or other languages.

There's  also  this  non-kiwi  Web  site  which  works  with
HTML5 if your browser supports that.

                      < http://websdr.org >

The neat part about this Web site is that you can sample
many of the amateur radio bands as heard in other places
in  the  world.   It's  interesting  to  hear  the  world  wide
differences  in  the  40m  band  by  setting  up  the  same
frequency on each SDR site and listening.

WINDOWS 10 UPDATES...

So pretty soon Microsoft  is  going to  send out a major
update  to  Windows  10.  Here's  a  major  deal  with  this
update.  If  you  are  running  Windows  10  on  an  older
computer and have only 1 GB of RAM memory, the new
update will require you to upgrade your memory to 2 GB.
This can be a problem for some laptops which cannon
accept 2 GB of memory. For some folks that may mean
buying a new computer.

ANTENNA PATTERNS...
There was some discussion recently about the optimum
height above ground of a 3-element horizontal Yagi beam
for transmitting to short-range or long-range stations. So
in the space below are some EZNEC plots showing the
elevation  patterns  of  the  same  antenna  at  different
wavelength heights.  It will be up to you to decide which
pattern you would like to have.
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UPCOMING DX FOR YOU...
    (Courtesy of the NG3K website)

Call,Start Date,End Date,DXCC Entity
9Q0HQ,2016 May01,2016 May22,Dem Rep Congo,
YJ0CS,2016 May01,2016 May27,Vanuatu,
H44RR,2016 May04,2016 May25,Solomon Is,
SV9,2016 May10,2016 May20,Crete,
J68GU,2016 May11,2016 May22,St Lucia,
SV9,2016 May12,2016 May18,Crete,
TZ5XR,2016 May12,2016 Jun02,Mali,
9H3SQ,2016 May13,2016 May19,Malta,
PY0NY,2016 May13,2016 May23,Fernando de Noronha,
TN,2016 May15,2016 May23,Congo,
YB9,2016 May15,2016 Jun01,Indonesia,
PJ2,2016 May16,2016 Jun06,Curacao,
LU1ZA,2016 May17,2016 May17,South Orkney Is,
T88,2016 May17,2016 May22,Palau,
VK9NT,2016 May20,2016 May31,Norfolk I,
VK9OL,2016 May21,2016 May29,Lord Howe I,
E51XYZ,2016 May23,2016 May28,South Cook Is,
VK9PAS,2016 May23,2016 May30,Norfolk I,
PZ50X,2016 May23,2016 Jun01,Surinam,
FM,2016 May23,2016 Jun03,Martinique,
VK9NF,2016 May24,2016 Jun03,Norfolk I,
VK9WI,2016 May24,2016 Jun24,Norfolk I,
VQ9RA,2016 May25,2016 May30,Chagos,
VP2V,2016 May27,2016 Jun15,Br Virgin Is,
V73HA,2016 Jun02,2016 Jun07,Marshall Is,
ZF2MN,2016 Jun03,2016 Jun17,Cayman Is,
FS,2016 Jun05,2016 Jun23,St Martin,
V63AN,2016 Jun07,2016 Jun09,Micronesia,
T88AN,2016 Jun09,2016 Jun14,Palau,
FS,2016 Jun11,2016 Jun25,St Martin,
V47JA,2016 Jun14,2016 Jul15,St Kitts & Nevis,
3B8,2016 Jun15,2016 Jul14,Mauritius,
FJ,2016 Jun17,2016 Jun29,St Barthelemy,
8Q7HW,2016 Jun20,2016 Jun28,Maldives,
J79XE,2016 Jun22,2016 Jul11,Dominica,
C6AUX,2016 Jun23,2016 Jul08,Bahamas,
9H3G,2016 Jun28,2016 Jul04,Malta,
S79V,2016 Jul01,2016 Jul10,Seychelles,
CP1XRM,2016 Jul01,2016 Aug03,Bolivia,
SV9,2016 Jul02,2016 Jul07,Crete,
J8,2016 Jul04,2016 Jul10,St Vincent,
YJ0GA,2016 Jul08,2016 Jul14,Vanuatu,
8P6,2016 Jul11,2016 Jul16,Barbados,
KH6,2016 Aug05,2016 Aug26,Hawaii,
TX2AH,2016 Aug17,2016 Aug28,French Polynesia,
CY9C,2016 Aug19,2016 Aug28,St Paul,
VP6AH,2016 Sep03,2016 Nov25,Pitcairn I,
TO5FP,2016 Sep10,2016 Sep20,St Pierre & Miquelon,
D66D,2016 Sep15,2016 Oct04,Comoros,
VK9C,2016 Sep20,2016 Oct04,Cocos (Keeling),

S79KB,2016 Sep24,2016 Oct08,Seychelles,
H44GC,2016 Sep24,2016 Oct03,Solomon Is,
T2R,2016 Sep27,2016 Oct04,Tuvalu,
H40GC,2016 Oct04,2016 Oct17,Temotu I,
H44GC,2016 Oct18,2016 Oct21,Solomon Is,
3D2YA,2016 Oct21,2016 Oct25,Fiji,
ZL7G,2016 Oct26,2016 Nov09,Chatham I,
ZL7,2016 Nov01,2016 Dec01,Chatham Is,
J6,2016 Nov04,2016 Nov12,St Lucia,
XU7MDC,2016 Nov04,2016 Nov14,Cambodia,
J5,2016 Nov15,2016 Nov30,Guinea Bissau,
ZL7,2016 Nov24,2016 Dec01,Chatham Is,
CE0Y,2016 Nov24,2016 Dec02,Easter I,
KH1,2017 Sep01,2017 Sep14,Baker & Howland Is,

IARU ETHICS & OPS...
                (from 05/12/16 ARRL News)

The International Amateur Radio Union (IARU) has become
the  custodian  of  the  operating  standards  guide  Ethics  and
Operating  Procedures  for  the  Radio  Amateur.  The  IARU
Administrative  Council  recently  accepted  an  offer  “with
gratitude” from authors John Devoldere, ON4UN, and Mark
Demeuleneere,  ON4WW,  to  take  over  maintenance  and
updating of the document.

“Over  the  last  8  years,  the  booklet  Ethics  and  Operating
Procedures  for  the  Radio  Amateur  has  become  a  respected
work describing the best standards of operating on the amateur
bands,” the IARU said in a news release. “Translated into most
major languages, the booklet is a valuable reference work for
all radio amateurs.”

Devoldere  and  Demeuleneere  met  with  IARU  Region  1
President  Don  Beattie,  G3BJ,  on  May  5  in  Brussels  to
officially hand over the document. IARU will  now carry the
work forward in future years to ensure its continued relevance
and currency.

Ethics  and  Operating  Procedures  for  the  Radio  Amateur  is
available as a PDF document in more than 25 languages. A
PowerPoint presentation appropriate for club presentations is
available in English, Dutch, and French.

The authors’ stated goal is, “to improve, where necessary, the
behavior  on  the  bands  in  matters  of  ethics  and  operating
procedures, and make available to the newcomers in the hobby
a document covering these subjects in detail.” The guide was
accepted by the IARU Administrative Council in 2008 as the
recommended  manual  covering  the  subject  of  ethics  and
operational procedures.

Visit the Ham Radio Ethics and Operating Procedures website
for more information.
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ELDERLY ELMERS...
        ( from the QRZ.com pages)

  The title of this section is just for an attention grabber
The following URL opens up on an interesting discussion
about whether the OM's are competitive in innovation.

< https://forums.qrz.com/index.php?threads/ham-radio-
reveals-%E2%80%98senior-slip%E2%80%99-in-
innovation-research.520339/ >

CRYSTAL RADIOS HISTORY...
        ( from the QRZ.com pages)
   This Web page is a bit like looking at a modern spiffy
fixed up antique car, when the original car never looked
that  good.  But  there  is  some  interesting  reading  hear
about crystal radio days.
< 
https://forums.qrz.com/index.php?threads/crystal-radio-
history.520708/ >

OHIO BUSINESS...
[(the following is not intended to be an ad.  Rather it's
interesting  as  news  about  a  growth  in  northeast  Ohio
amateur radio engineering. Words borrowed from ARRL
and DX Engineering.   De AF8C]

DX  Engineering  Acquires  Clifton  Laboratories  and
TW Antennas.

  For  decades,  Clifton  Laboratories  has  been  at  the
leading  edge  of  Ham  Radio  technology,  making
preamplifiers  and filters with unparalleled performance
characteristics.  Now,  that  tradition  of  quality  will
continue  under  the  DX  Engineering  brand.  DX
Engineering recently acquired exclusive rights to Clifton
Laboratories’ Amateur Radio gear.
    Each item’s part number, design specs, and impeccable
quality remains the same—it  will  just  be built  by DX
Engineering and carry the DX Engineering name. There
are  over  a  dozen  Clifton  Laboratories  Amateur  Radio
products  that  will  be  manufactured,  including  several
popular filters and preamplifiers. DX Engineering is also
committed to offering parts and tech support for owners
of Clifton Laboratories’ legacy products.
   Fans  of  Elecraft’s  K-series  transceivers  are  very
familiar with the Clifton series of filters, preamplifiers,

adapters  and  other  enhancement  products  tailored
precisely  to  these  well-liked  HF  radios.  DX
Engineering will ensure that this Elecraft-specific gear
will be refined and supported.
   TW  Antennas  is  the  maker  of  the  TransWorld
Antenna and its related components. The TransWorld
Antenna  is  popular  with  hams  who  enjoy  portable
operation, because it’s small and easily transported.
  DX  Engineering  said  it's  tooling  up  to  begin
production of  Clifton Laboratories’  products  and of
the  TransWorld  Antenna  and  accessories  by  mid-
summer.

PODCASTING...
         (this uses some words from Wikipedia)
 Podcasting  refers  to  the  creation  and  regular
distribution of podcasts through the Internet.
   Podcasts, which can include audio, video, PDF, and
ePub  files,  can  be  subscribed  to  and  downloaded
through  web  syndication  or  streamed  online  to  a
computer or mobile device. Subscribers are then able
to view, listen to, and transfer the episodes to a variety
of media players.
 The  ARRL  and  other  organizations  interested  in
supplying  amateur  radio-oriented  news  and
discussions of topics of interest to radio amateurs have
downloadable podcast files on their Web sites.
    The iPod is a line of portable media players and
multi-purpose  pocket  computers  designed  and
marketed by Apple Inc. The first version was released
on October 23, 2001, about 8½ months after iTunes
(Macintosh  version)  was  released.  The  most  recent
iPod  redesigns  were  announced  on  July  15,  2015.
There are three current versions of the iPod: the ultra-
compact iPod Shuffle, the compact iPod Nano and the
touchscreen iPod Touch.
   However,  you  can  shop  for  non-Apple  devices
which also serve the same purpose. This editor has a
non-Apple device similar to an iPod Shuffle which has
in it a stored CW practice file downloaded from the
ARRL. With ear buds I can listen to CW for practice
just  about  anywhere.   With  modern  computer  free
software  I  can  even  record  audio  live  off  amateur
radio CW contests, then transfer that audio over to my
“shuffle” device for anytime listening.
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PUBLISHED   BI-MONTHLY     BY    WEST   PARK   RADIOPS   AMATEUR  RADIO  CLUB,  INC.   ----
A    NON-PROFIT   SCIENTIFIC   AND   EDUCATIONAL   CORPORATION,   FAIRVIEW PARK,  OHIO.

MEETINGS:  WEST  PARK RADIOPS  ARC meets  the  FIRST  and  THIRD  Friday evenings each month at
Cuyahoga Community College West Campus in the Public Safety Training Center, 11000 Pleasant Valley Dr. at 7:30 PM  sharp.

Dues  $12/yr.  We welcome anyone interested in amateur radio to our meetings.
We operate Monday night nets on 147.36 MHz at 9:00 p.m. local time.

http://www.westparkradiops.org
mailto:w8vm<at>arrl.net

W8VM


